
What comes to mind when
you think about investing in

legal consultation?

What does it really entail
for you?

www.pravdop.com

Take 90 seconds 
to find out!

https://pravdop.com/ua/


TIME SAVED

How much time do you typically spend:

Understanding a complex issue?
Making numerous phone calls?
Searching and reading information online?

Certainly more than 30 minutes.

However, in reality, just half an hour with the right
expert can provide invaluable insights.



FINDING ASSURANCE

Can you truly trust that you've covered all bases, avoiding any

hidden pitfalls?

With over 15 years of experience and having facilitated over 100 licenses
this year alone, we've assisted in obtaining one in every four licenses in
Ukraine. Drawing from the insights gained, we've curated a
comprehensive checklist of crucial information to equip everyone with the
knowledge needed to navigate licensing seamlessly, minimizing any
unforeseen challenges. And we consistently refine it.

OUR EXPERIENCE EMPOWERS US TO CONTINUOUSLY EVOLVE.
WITH US, YOU CAN PROCEED WITH CONFIDENCE



STARTING SMART, BUILDING TRUST

How can you ensure that the people you entrust won't disappoint you?

The most reliable approach is to witness a lawyer's work firsthand. A consultation is akin to a first encounter—not with a
salesperson or marketer, but with the professional who will be directly assisting you.



Is investing time in a skill needed
only once

in a lifetime worthwhile?

Why take the risk of making a
mistake when you can ensure a

solid guarantee of both timing and
cost?

Is it wise to transfer a significant
sum without 

verifying someone's expertise?

WITH US, RELIABILITY
COMES STANDARD 

Plus, all this is available for only 

4000 UAH
which will then be included in the cost of the

main service.



CONTACT US

PRAVOVA DOPOMOGA LAW FIRM

Address:
Sichovykh Striltsiv St, 77, Kyiv, 04050

Phone:
0 800 330 967 (multichannel toll-free line)

E-mail:
pravdop.client@gmail.com


